
Once upon a time, long, long ago, Mr. &
Mrs. P devised an innovative solution for
carrying load.

Except
It was easily damaged, and often collapsed
and could just not do the job.

(even though…) Food Safety:

So Mr. & Mrs. P’s son devised a runner
system underneath the pallet, keeping the
blocks from pulling or breaking away from
the deck.

Their idea was simply brilliant

Remember!
This was WAY before the

cordless telephone…or the 
smartphone.

There was no other solution so this
became the standard even though…

Wood pallets 
splinter, 
accumulate dirt,
and provide a 
breeding ground 
for fungus.

The P. family 
or

How to operate with bacteria free CleanPal & save directly 
$0.85 on every pallet trip $+1.35 indirectly



(even though…) Damage rate:

(even though…) Weight:

(even though…)

We already have smartphones so... why stay with this pallet construction?

(even though…) Extra Weight = Extra cost:

…And then there’s the storage space at
DC’s and warehouses:

Damage rate to “high quality” pooling pallets is >25%; 
Average cost of repair is $4 so at least $1 repair cost per 
trip

Very very heavy!
Pooling pallets

weigh more than 70lbs and need 2 people 
to handle.

Trucks can carry 30 full pallets 1 Layer or 60 
when double stacked. Wooden pallets alone take 
up 2100-4200 lbs (30/60x70). The pallets account 
for 5-10%ֵ of transport costs!

Each truck can carry just
500 pallets at an average

cost of 92¢ for general goods and $1.37 
for produce (long lanes).

Cost for 1 pallet place in the 
DC/warehouse =$50 per year.

Racking systems        Roll conveyors  Pallets stack one on the other
why pay more than $5 per pallet per trip?

Because it became
standard



So Mr. & Mrs. P’s grandson came with the 
solution:

1 piece plastic nestable pallet

Storage – also great saving

Easy to Maneuver:

Hand pallet jack means no more 
“climbing over” the bottom runner.
No more “skid separation” damage

no tree cut down

Completely reusable & recyclable

Environmentally friendly

No disposal issues

Weighs just 27lbs.
Frees up 3-6% of the truck’s weight, 
Saves customer  $30-60 for every truck 
load, lowering carbon emission..
No splinters, nails, buckled pallets - 
Reduced down time of manufacturing.
Can be cleaned to avoid “cross 
contamination” risk compared to wood 
pallets that bacteria penetrates the wood 
and no cleaning can help.
The damage rate is only 1.5% compared 
to >25% for the ‘historical’ wooden pallet. 
saving that can be passed to customer
Each truck can accommodate 1500 empty 
units. Saving more than 65¢ per pallet.

Manufacturer saving per pallet:
1.Rebate $0.35

2.Extra products shipped (prevent weight out) $1.0 
3.Storage space saving for empty pallets $0.25

Have bacteria free “CleanPal”s,
Be environmentally friendly and save 

$1.70 per pallet movement!



1. Racking

3. Double stacking Our nestable, plastic pallet can save in 
multiple ways, and we can share these savings:

2. Roll Conveyor

Convert to shelving/netting.  
ROI in less than 1 year.
The shelved plastic pallet adheres to all flame 
requirements.

How can we adopt the 
logistic system to 

accommodate 
the nestable pallet?

We offer same as current trip fee, with rebate of $0.35 to supplier & $0.50 to retailers.

Supplier will also benefit 3-6% 

more goods per truck = $1.0 and 

Gain 66% MORE storage space.

For more details: www.polymerlogistics.com

Polymer Logistics presents:

Next generation Smart Pallets

Use a slave pallet!

Use a slave pallet!


